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. . .

In ‘Confession’, published in his seventieth year, Hans Magnus Enzensberger
admits to a weakness: the stirrings of admiration:

Harder and harder for me
are hatred, envy, contempt,
the youthful feelings.

The poem assembles a team of losers, “almost all” of whom have won his respect,
and we are left to guess which one hasn’t. They are found at the end “unstoppably
/ feeling their way and burrowing”. These figures include an abstemious eater of
eggs, an imprisoned politician, “that wife with her six face-lifts” and “the dosser
in his kraal of plastic bags”. The final word “wühlen” (from the verb ‘to burrow’)
suggests a kind of blind activity on their part, an attempt to make themselves
at home in a comfortless zone. His admiration is described as “A habit / sweeter
than rage / and more dangerous than smoking.” Questions hang in the air. Is
the poet abjuring his earlier, adversarial politics and settling into mellow old
age? Are those youthful feelings more, or less, dangerous? Is the speaker really
boasting of a strength while confessing to a weakness? Is he saying good
riddance to youth, or worried that this new tendency may make him less
vigilant, thus more susceptible to being hoodwinked? The tone is flat and
ambiguous; the list of persons, however, is rapid and sparky, and comes across
well in David Constantine’s translation.   

This New Selected Poems is a reprint of the 1994 Selected Poems with the
addition of Kiosk, translated by Michael Hamburger and the poet, Lighter than
Air, translated by Constantine and A History of Clouds translated by Esther
Kinsky. In his introduction, also reprinted from the former Selected, Hamburger
prefers “hard-headed” to aggressive as a description of Enzensberger’s tone.
There are good reasons for hard-headedness in someone brought up in the
Third Reich, who in his youth in Nuremberg had Julius Streicher as a next-
door neighbour. Enzensberger is a poet naturally disposed to see mildness as
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collusive with tyranny, as sheepishly abetting the wolves.
Now eighty-six years old, not only one of Germany’s greatest modern poets

but Europe’s too, he has earned the right to be mellow if he wants to be. He may
no longer be the “zornige junge Mann” (angry young man) that one critic
deemed him, but this poem doesn’t quite convince us that he’s become
quiescent with age. Besides, there has always been a tolerance and warmth
behind the cool, abrasive style.   

In vain, I have been trying to think of an English-language poet with whom he
could usefully be compared. (A friend who knows Enzensberger’s poetry well
suggested Louis MacNeice for his range and intelligence and joie de vivre. But
even that inspired suggestion seems slightly astray.) Perhaps in Germany, too,
he stands as a solitary eminence. Of course every good poet is sui generis but it’s
something else I’m trying to suggest. In Italy, the slightly older poets with a
trace of Brechtian lineage like Franco Fortini (born 1917) and Giovanni Giudici
(born 1924) share some of his qualities. Both, like Enzensberger (born 1929),
are brilliant essayists, their imaginations at once ethically probing, urbane and
internationalist. Elsewhere, at least west of Germany, there’s nothing parallel
that I can think of. The idea that Italian poets of that generation, he and perhaps
other Germans such as the far older Günter Eich and the younger Reiner Kunze,
should have much in common is not entirely random. They have all had to dig,
or burrow, their way out from under the ruins of fascism: politically, culturally,
linguistically; and that entailed a deeper, more extreme distrust of culture than
has ever been forced upon British or American poets. The need for “a
revaluation of all values” was even greater in Germany than in Italy. None of this
can make a poet, but a poet of Enzensberger’s gifts can, and does, make
something out of it. 

We can find any number of British poets distrustful of a compromised
language and disaffected in politics, but no one like Paul Celan who has had to
re-assemble the language out of fragments. Enzensberger is not as radical and
fractured as that, but his poems have a sceptical and anti-lyrical tendency. In his
lines, politics, philosophy and science often displace the literary. But all this
makes his work sound far grimmer, as well as more professorial, than it is.
Though sometimes formidable in intellectual reach and confidence, his poems
are vivid in their images, unexpected in their movement, and immediately
appealing. I mentioned Eich earlier not because his politics – whatever his
post-war declarations – are similar but because the starkness of perhaps his
best-known poem ‘Inventur’ (Inventory), which, in Michael Hofmann’s
translation, begins “This is my cap, / my coat, / my shaving kit / in the burlap
bag”, seems to have had a telling impact on early Enzensberger, and can be
heard, for example in ‘Middle Class Blues’:
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The grass grows,
the social product,
the fingernail,
the past.

The streets are empty.
The deals are closed.
The sirens are silent.
All that will pass.

Enzensberger’s poem shares Eich’s rawness and minimalism, though his
imagery is more mobile and vagrant.

His ‘Historical Process’ from 1964 reads like a parable of the Cold War, the
world frozen in an identity-less state of torpor: “The ice-breakers will be here
by morning. / Then the trawlers will leave [...] So what. / It doesn’t matter about
your name.” (The German line that corresponds to “A fighter howls across the
island” is missing from the text.) The repeated, shrugging phrase “So what”, set
near the beginning and near the end of the poem, acts as a curious framing
device.

One feature that is discernible throughout Enzensberger’s long career is an
almost architectonic feeling for the structure of a poem. Refrain-like repetitions,
motifs set at angles to one another, the lack of adornment – all these create an
impression of spatial design. In his subtle poem about immigration ‘Old
Europe’ from Kiosk, the first two stanzas end with parenthetical questions,
which sets up the expectation that the final stanza will follow suit, but instead
the reader is confronted by “the dark-green portal / of the Elephant Inn, built
in 1639”. The asymmetry leaves the poem at a tilt, as if the ancient inn was
another exotic, earlier immigrant facing the Guinean selling “key-ring
pendants” and “the old Bosnian woman / stretching her stiff legs”. Sometimes
an entire poem is composed by ringing the changes on a single word or word
stem, as in ‘The Force of Habit’ where “Gewohnheit” (habit) or its cognates
appear twenty-two times in thirty-eight lines. This causes understandable
obstacles for Hamburger’s translation, which must deploy several words for
the one German root: “habit” and “habitual” have to give way to “ordinary”,
“extraordinary”, “gets used to”, “usual”, “are used to”: “Ordinary people
ordinarily do not care / for ordinary people”. The original’s elegantly twisted
logic and virtuosic wordplay founders in the English, through no real fault of
the translator. In another such poem, which the poet himself translates, the
name Dante occurs at least once in all but one of its seventeen lines. Opening
“This is not Dante”, it ends:



This is a man who believes he is Dante.
This is a man everybody, except Dante, believes to be Dante. [...]
This is a man nobody believes to be Dante, except Dante.
This is Dante.

(‘Identity Check’)

It’s a kind of ‘House that Jack Built’, enacting a dizzying identity crisis that
might be taking place at a border crossing or a police station. The title of this
poem in German is a gobstopper of bureaucratese: ‘Erkennungsdienstliche
Behandlung’. The literal meaning of the phrase is ‘official recognition
treatment’, basically identification via photo and fingerprinting. Enzensberger
renders it as ‘Identity Check’, which suffers a considerable loss of syllables. Like
the Marxian ‘Historical Process’, his titles abound in idiolects, dehumanising
jargon, philosophical flotsam: ‘Model Towards a Theory of Cognition’, ‘Delete
the Inapplicable’, ‘A Hare in the Data Processing Centre’. His poems have an
insatiable appetite for language, and in the final poem of this selection, ‘A
History of Clouds’, even include the mathematical formula of Kepler’s
Conjecture regarding the stacking of spheres: where the scientist “saw the
atomic grid, guessed / its rotational symmetry, / sixty degrees, calculated / its
packing density: π/2√3”. This is way above my head, but I suppose for those,
like Enzensberger, who can follow the thought (he has written a delightful book
for children about numbers), these abstract symbols are a kind of poetry. More
approachable and of wider appeal is his ‘Ode to Stupidity’:

how you shine from the bloodshot eyes of the hooligan
and trip along in upper-class arrogance clearing its throat,

and how you waft at us with a bedraggled Muse’s bad breath
and as polysyllabic delirium in the philosophy seminar.

Even here, where you expect a Popean “universal Darkness” to descend, the
poem unpredictably changes tack at the end, offering a merciful reprieve: “only
to the elect do you grant the rarest of your gifts, / the blessed simplicity of the
simple.”

The introduction refers to Enzensberger’s Mausoleum (1975) as a “book of
prose poems”. This is misleading: that collection does include some prose
poems but is mainly of verse, and it is one of Enzensberger’s most original
works. It would have been worth including something from Joachim
Neugroschel’s translation, now out  of print, but the New Selected is already a
hefty four hundred pages. Hamburger’s translations are themselves hard-
headed, versatile and ably play the idiomatic against the conceptual, but still it’s
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a relief to come to Enzensberger’s own translation of The Sinking of the Titanic
– though it’s vexing he should also be such an accomplished English poet. He’s
the exception to the rule that you can only be a poet in your mother-tongue.
These lines from ‘Apocalypse. Umbrian Master, about 1490’, one of many
poems to explore the pictorial, may serve as an example:

Destroying the world is a difficult exercise.
Hardest to paint are the sounds – for example
the temple veil being rent asunder, the beasts
roaring and the thunderclaps, Everything, you see,
is to be rent asunder and torn to pieces,
except the canvas.

There’s nothing showy about the writing, but the rhythmic variety, from the
dactylics of the second line to the iambics and trochaics of the third, and the
gradual pace and economy of detail are all effective. It gives the reader none of
the unease that poetry in translation can sometimes induce, that feeling that the
essential thing is “subject to loss by evaporation”, as packets of tobacco used to
warn before they were emblazoned with scarier stuff. If, as Enzensberger says,
admiration is “more dangerous than smoking”, this book should carry a health
warning.

Jamie McKendrick’s Out There (2012) is published by Faber.
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